
Cinephilia, technophilia and

collaborative remix zones

D A L E H U D S ON an d P A T RI C I A R . Z I M M ER M A N N

Romanticized and institutionalized as an expression for an ‘excessive

love of cinema’ that emerged in postwar France for a generation of

privileged audiences, cinephilia has come to be associated with nostalgia

for the audiovisual pleasures of flickering celluloid in a darkened

cinematheque.1 Writing upon the fortieth anniversary of May ’68 – and

upon Screen’s fiftieth – it seems appropriate to resituate mid twentieth-

century notions of cinephilia within early twenty-first-century

frameworks that recognize that western European and North American

assumptions about cinema – often articulated as ‘universal’ assumptions

throughout the Cold War – are today less capable of recognizing the

complexities of global articulations of cinephilia today. Indeed, film and

media scholarship has appropriated the term ‘cinephilia’ for cultural and

historical contexts comparable to those of postwar France, including

South Asian diasporic attachment to ‘homeland’, through consumption

of Bollywood films, to the ‘cinemania’ surrounding contemporary

Korean films. Moreover, with the consolidation of transnational media

corporations (TMCs), cinephilia reproduces itself as technophilia, a

consumerist obsession with the technologies and the safe haven of the

home cinema against an onslaught of potential threats within public

places.2 As a counterpoint to the TMCs’ ‘free trade zones’, we offer the

theoretical construct of ‘collaborative remix zones’ – zones where plural

pasts, multiple temporalities, multiple artefacts and polyvocalities can

join together to reclaim public spaces by challenging TMCs as they

operate within structures of neoliberal economics and transnational

1 See, for example, Antoine de

Baecque, La Cinéphilie: Invention

d’un regard, histoire d’une culture,

1944–1968 (Paris: Librarie

Arthème Fayard, 2003).

2 Barbara Klinger, Beyond the

Multiplex: Cinema, New

Technologies and the Home

(Berkeley, CA: University of

California Press, 2006), p. 50.
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capital through a politicized cinephilia that adopts the strategies of

radical historiography and reverse engineering.

Historically, the concept of cinephilia is wedged precariously

between academic and popular discourses, articulating both elitist

conceptions of individual pleasures (sacred objects, high art) and

communal conceptions of universal pleasures (popular art, mass

entertainment). Film historians locate European/North American

cinephilia within three historical moments – the pre-academic moment

of cine-clubs by the avant-gardists during the 1920s and later by the

Cahiers du cinéma critics during the 1950s; the academic moment of

post-’68 ‘Screen Theory’; and the post-theory moment of the return to

history.3 Cinephilia remains closely associated with ‘auteurs’ whose

work appropriated conventions from classical cinema to transform

filmmaking into film criticism. The politiques des auteurs propelled the

young critics-cum-filmmakers of Cahiers du cinéma to develop

cinephilia-as-criticism so as to produce the ‘perfect’ audience.4 Across

the North Atlantic, the international scope of French cinephilia –

which adored Italian, Japanese, Danish, Hollywood and French

productions alike – was rerouted into nationally chauvinistic ‘auteur

theory’.5 The US film distribution–marketing–criticism circuit of

Hollywood and film schools reprocessed this evaluative language into

consumerist desire, fueling fantasies of access to, and palpable success

in, the entertainment industry. This concept of cinephilia is inseparable

from selective reading strategies that prioritize marginal,

inconsequential or frivolous details to locate the rare and the rarified,

such as lost prints struck from master negatives. This pretheory model

of cinephilia is based on the production of individuality and is

embedded within the logic of consumerism. It fetishizes markers of

singularity, rarity and ‘quality’. Work as object (artwork) overshadows

work as process (the work of conceiving/producing art) and extends to

transnational forms wherein selected (assimilable) ‘auteurs’ are

produced, marketed, distributed and exchanged – whether Ritwik

Ghatak, Ozu Yasujiro and Satjayit Ray in the 1960s or Abbas

Kiarostami, Mohsen Makhmalbaf and Zhang Yimou in the 1990s.

Indeed, Glauber Rocha, Fernando Solanas and Octavio Gettino, and

Julio Garcia Espinosa questioned eurocentrism and colonialism within

auteurism.6

An actual theory of cinephilia also emerged in Europe and North

America from modernist concepts (structuralism, Marxism,

psychoanalysis), as well as from historical approaches (poststructuralism

and feminism), to probe film spectatorship. If the ‘cinematic apparatus’

of Jean-Louis Baudry modeled itself after the ideological state apparatus

of Louis Althusser, then the ‘body genres’ of Linda Williams

appropriated psychoanalytic models of desire for feminist

politicizations.7 Manthia Diawara, Jane Gaines and bell hooks transform

Laura Mulvey’s ‘visual pleasure’ and models of desire into models of

exchange.8 Others have expanded cinema beyond film history and

3 Dudley Andrew, ‘The “three ages”

of cinema studies and the age to

come’, PMLA, vol. 115, no. 3

(2000), pp. 341–51, as cited in

Christian Keathley, Cinephilia and

History, or the Wind in the Trees

(Bloomington, IN: Indiana

University Press, 2006), p. 5.

4 Colin MacCabe, The Eloquence of

the Vulgar (London: British Film

Institute, 1999), p. 152.

5 See, for example, Andrew Sarris,

The American Cinema: Directors

and Directions 1929–1968

(New York, NY: Dutton, 1968).

6 See their essays in Michael Chanan

(ed.), 25 Years of the New Latin

American Cinema (London: British

Film Institute, 1983).

7 Jean-Louis Baudry, ‘The

ideological effects of the basic

cinematographic apparatus’, trans.

Alan Williams, Film Quarterly, vol.

28, no. 2 (1974-75), pp. 39–47;

Jean-Louis Baudry, ‘The apparatus:

metaphysical approaches to the

impression of reality in cinema’,

trans. Jean Andrew and Bernard

Augst, Camera Obscura, no. 1

(1976), pp. 104–26; Linda

Williams, ‘Film bodies: gender,

genre, and excess’, Film Quarterly,

vol. 44, no. 4 (1991), pp. 2–12.

8 Jane Gaines, ‘White privilege and

looking relations: race and gender

in feminist theory’, Cultural

Critique, no. 4 (1985), pp. 59–79,

revised in Screen, vol. 29, no. 4

(1988), pp. 12–27; Manthia

Diawara, ‘Black spectatorship:

problems of identification and

resistance’, Screen, vol. 29, no. 4

(1988), pp. 66–76; bell hooks, ‘The

oppositional gaze: black female

spectatorship’, in Black Looks:

Race and Representation (Boston,

MA: South End Press, 1992), pp.

115–31.
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theory, arguing that the practices of interactive and paracinematic media

fandom – often rejecting the official aesthetics of the cultural elite – are

structurally indistinguishable from the practices of academics and

professional film critics.9 These theorizations of cinephilia articulate a

psychoanalytic model of an eternal quest for what has been lost and can

never again be found. This insatiable, fetishistic desire for an

unassailable object is now rerouted by TMCs, which purport to offer each

generation of cinephiles new and enhanced access to lost ‘masterpieces’

and ‘contemporary classics’ in remastered DVD transfers, special boxed

editions, and extra features.

For predigital generations, cinephilia evokes exhilaration and

depletion. Paul Willemen argues that cinephilia is laden with overtones of

necrophilia.10 Indeed, psychoanalytic film theory suggests that cinema

reanimates the very subject that photography kills.11 End-of-the-

millennium debates over the ‘decay of cinema’ and the ‘right movies’

suggest a conservative backlash against the democratization of ‘film

culture’ powered by new technologies.12 Mourning the near-simultaneous

deaths of Ingmar Bergman and Michelangelo Antonioni in 2007, Peter

Matthews laments that ‘henceforth there are to be no more masterpieces –

uniquely luminous works describing the finest vibrations of the creator’s

soul’.13 Jonathan Romney diagnoses Matthews as bemoaning ‘the loss of

the hushed spiritual frisson that supposedly occurs only when a film is

viewed in special, privileged circumstances’ – in short, ‘the passing of an

ineffable aura in cinemagoing’.14 Walter Benjamin’s concept of the ‘aura’

is suggestive of the simultaneous distance and proximity within this

conception of cinephilia.15 Indeed, the nostalgia of ‘cult films’ and

‘classics’, Thomas Elsaesser argues, constructs relationships between the

past and the present that emphasize ‘distance and proximity in the face of a

constantly reencountered past’.16 Suburban multiplexes of the global

North and urban multiplexes of the global South screen standardized

products that are now part of commodity chains, while necrophilia for

cinephilia emerges in the global art cinema sector. Films such as Cinema

Paradiso (Giuseppe Tornatore, Italy/France, 1988), Bye-bye Africa

(Mahamat-Saleh Haroun, Chad/France, 1999) and Good-bye Dragon Inn

(Ming-liang Tsai, Taiwan, 2003) express how almost-empty cinemas

have themselves become objects of mourning and melancholia due to

their imminent closure or conversion to venues for encounters and

pleasures other than the cinematic.17

Despite obsessions with singularity, originality and rarity within

cinephilia, TMCs extend and expand these desires to encounter the

sacred object of 35 mm celluloid master prints by digitizing images,

reproducing them for DVD, video on demand (VOD) and countless other

formats and uses.18 This ‘repurposing and multiplatforming’ of ‘cinema’,

to adopt the language of TMCs, actually denotes a multiplication of the

past and the cinephiles’ archive, a move from one pristine cinematic

artefact as an essential, unified, unassailable urtext to many different

iterations, versions, explanations, juxtapositions, forms and

9 Henry Jenkins, Textual Poachers:

Television Fans and Participation

Culture (New York, NY: Routledge,

1992); Jeffrey Sconce, ‘“Trashing”

the academy: taste, excess, and an

emerging politics of cinematic

style’, Screen, vol. 36, no. 4 (1995),

pp. 371–93; Matt Hills, Fan

Cultures (London: Routledge, 2002);

Kate Egan, ‘The celebration of a

“proper product”: exploring the

residual collectible through the

“video nasty”‘, in Charles R. Acland,

(ed.), Residual Media (Minneapolis,

MN: University of Minnesota Press,

2007), pp. 200–21.

10 Paul Willemen, Looks and

Frictions: Essays on Cultural

Studies and Film Theory

(Bloomington, IN: Indiana

University Press, 1994), p. 231.

11 Christian Metz, ‘Photography and

fetish’, October, no. 34 (1985),

pp. 81–90.

12 See, for example, Susan Sontag,

‘The decay of cinema’, The

New York Times Magazine, 25

February 1996; Stanley

Kauffmann, ‘A lost love’, New

Republic, 8 and 15 September

1997; David Denby, ‘The

moviegoers: why don’t people

like the right movies anymore?’,

The New Yorker, 6 April 1998.

13 Peter Matthews, ‘The end of an

era: a cinephile’s lament’, Sight

and Sound, vol. 17, no.10 (2007),

p. 17.

14 Jonathan Romney, ‘Back to the

future: a cinephile’s response’,

Sight and Sound, vol. 17, no. 11

(2007), p. 24.

15 Walter Benjamin, ‘The work of

art in the age of mechanical

reproduction’, trans. Harry Zohn,

in Illuminations (New York, NY:

Schocken, 1968), pp. 217–51.

16 Thomas Elsaesser, ‘Cinephilia, or

the uses of disenchantment’, in

Marijke de Valck and Malte

Hagener (eds), Cinephilia:

Movies, Love and Memory

(Amsterdam: Amsterdam

University Press, 2005), p. 38.

17 Robert E. Davis, ‘The

instantaneous worldwide

release: coming soon to everyone

everywhere’, in Elizabeth Ezra

and Terry Rowden (eds),

Transnational Cinema: the Film

Reader (London: Routledge,

2006), p. 77.
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presentations. No longer destroyed after a film’s initial theatrical run,

images are reanimated as directors’ cuts, special editions, ancillary

products, tie-ins and spinoffs. Cinephilia in an era of DVDs is associated

with ownership in the home space, rather than with spectatorship in the

theatrical space. As Barbara Klinger argues, DVD collectors focus on

acquisition and organization, often purchasing the same titles in different

‘special editions’ as TMCs endlessly ‘remake’ commercial films.19 With

their special ‘behind the scenes’ and ‘making of’ features, DVDs draw this

new generation of cinephiles into an illusory identification with the

industry. Cinephilia converges with technophilia. Restorations of classical

films couple the discourses of originality and authenticity with the

ideology of technological advances. Contemporary technologies improve

and move beyond the past by remastering its sounds and images.20

Beyond marketing and distribution, commercial film content

incorporates cinephilia. Contemporary narrative filmmaking – whether

corporate or independent – no longer privileges the authenticity of the

past, but emphasizes ‘producing media images saturated with memories’

of evocative pastness that are ‘condensations of clichés’.21 Marijke de

Valck and Malte Hagener propose that cinephilia uses ‘history as a

limitless warehouse that can be plundered for tropes, objects,

expressions, styles and images’.22 VOD allows users to access an archive

of new and old content – blockbusters, independent film, international

films – via cable television or internet download. Hollywood functions

as a content broker – and a ‘software’ broker. Yet the TMCs still fear

loss of market control.23 Transnational capitalism consumes and

reproduces cinephilia. The very term cinephilia rings hopelessly

nostalgic and quaint. Pleasures once confined to cinemas migrate to

television and computer screens, and to the brand-name mobile screens

of Nokia mobile phones, iPhones, Blackberries, iPods, PlayStations,

Xboxes, Wiis, MacBook Airs, XO laptops and other consumer-grade

devices. Within transnational capitalism and Web 2.0, cinephilia

shapeshifts into mediaphilia – an excessive love of audiovisual images

mediated by analogue and digital video technologies.

However, new, non-eurocentric, orphaned, indigenous and ambient

media dislodge and deterritorialize eurocentric and celluloid-fetishized

cinephilia to acknowledge diasporic, exilic and other transnational

practices. Unlike the belittling epithets for nonwestern film during

golden eras of classical cinema, such as ‘Hollywood on the Nile’ for the

Cairo industry or ‘Hollywood of the East’ for both the Shanghai and

Hong Kong industries, a global proliferation of neologisms appropriates

and relocates the ‘global model’ of Hollywood transnationally. Although

many scholars, filmmakers and fans find such neologisms sustain

eurocentric illusions that Hollywood/European cinema ever served a

global standard, the neologisms do refer to sustainable film industries

with local, regional and global aspirations. These industries operate

according to models as radically different as Bollywood, Mumbai’s

glamorous and globally recognized megahit industry, and Pondywood,

18 Cinephilia’s desire for singularity,

originality and rarity would seem

to be entangled with the

modernist myths that Rosalind

Krauss describes in The

Originality of the Avant-Garde

and Other Modernist Myths

(Cambridge, MA: MIT Press,

1989). ‘Lossy’ formats that

translate celluloid images into

digital code for storage on DVD

and playback on computers and

DVD players, such as JPEG and

MPEG formats, involve

compression by a deletion of

some information, so that the

infinite reproduction of the object

without loss is possible

theoretically but not actually. Lev

Manovich, The Language of New

Media (Cambridge, MA: MIT

Press, 2001), p. 54.

19 Klinger, Beyond the Multiplex,

pp. 58–73.

20 Ibid., p. 121.

21 Marijke de Valck and Malte

Hagener, ‘Down with cinephilia?

Long live cinephilia? And other

videosyncratic pleasures’, in de

Valck and Hagener (eds),

Cinephilia: Movies, Love and

Memory, pp. 16–17.

22 Ibid., p. 15.

23 Davis, ‘The instantaneous

worldwide release’, pp. 77–8.
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an emergent non-profit experimental research centre for mobile phone

films located outside Pondicherry in Tamil Nadu. Cinephilia expands

into the subnational love of the Tamil films of Kollywood (Chennai) in

south India, the transnational love of Egyptian musical comedies in

Palestine, and the love of Hindi cinema during Israeli bans on Egyptian

films.24 Cinephilia includes the love of Bollywood films by non-Hindi-

speaking audiences in Nigeria that merges with the rebirth of Nollywood

with the box-office success of Living in Bondage (Chris Obi Rapu,

Nigeria, 1992). The Chiapas Media Project/Promedios, an indigenous

media project based in Mexico and the USA, appropriates digital video

technologies to combat deforestation, lack of water and cultural

annihilation. Ambient media utilize open-source models, appropriating

preexisting images and code rather than creating anew: thousands of

users manipulate flame algorithms to generate collaborative screensavers

via Scott Draves’s ‘Electric Sheep’ as alternatives to corporate presets.25

Nonetheless, these forms of cinephilia are often marginalized and

discredited in European and North American media.

Cinephilia now exceeds TMC ‘repurposing’, expanding to recognize

media across any number of screens. Abandoning obsessive searches for

rare and forgotten images, cinephilia can engage a critical methodology

of reverse engineering and radical historiography, embracing a notion of

historiography based in contiguities rather than continuities, in

polyphonic structures rather than unities. Within an overabundance of

proliferating images, cinephilia can politicize rather than commodify.

Moving away from passive spectatorship and insider knowledge of DVD

extra features, cinephilia can mobilize active interactions where process

overshadows product. The materiality of the cinematic is no longer

sacralized, it is now endlessly reworked.

Cinephilia, whether in auteurist theories or in its consumerist TMC-

fetishized forms, represses history and its materiality by immobilizing

images and psychic imaginaries within the confines of a past that is

always only a rarefied object caught within unfulfilled desires. Within

cinephilia’s quest for the authentic, the pristine, the uncontaminated, the

insider quotation, the restoration and the urtext lurks a dangerous control

of borders, content and ideas that situates cinema as a closed process with

strict border controls and no trespassing. An imaginary wholeness

constitutes the cinematic object. New technologies restore lost images;

imaginary fantasies project cinemas lost, dying or dead. The historical as

that which signifies and marks change is abandoned, replaced with a

fantasized, inert, monumentalized and static construct of history.

Tzvetan Todorov has cautioned that the monumental in historical

discourse almost always suggests the authoritarian.26

A more radical historiography would remove the object from the

monumentalizing position and open it to the multiple vectors of

recirculation for new connections and new meanings. This conception of

history rejects the idea of the historical monolith, the linear story, the

fetishized object, the causal explanation, the perfect object, and the

24 For an analysis of the

transnational cinephilia of Hindi

films among Palestinians and

Israelis, see Monika Mehta,

‘Reading cinephilia in Kikar ha-

Halomot/Desperado Square,

viewing the local and

transnational in Sangam/

Confluence ’, South Asian Popular

Culture, vol. 4, no. 2 (2006), pp.

147–62.

25 Flame (Fuzzy clustering by Local

Approximation of MEmberships)

algorithms can be data-clustering

and fractal algorithms that

produce two-dimensional images

according to non-linear functions,

log-density display, and

structural colouring. Electronic

Sheep is a popular open-source

screensaver that can be

downloaded on most computers.

http://www.electricsheep.org/

[accessed 13 September 2008].

26 Tzvetan Todorov, ‘The uses and

abuses of memory’, in Howard

Marchitello (ed.), What Happens

to History: the Renewal of Ethics

in Contemporary Thought

(London: Routledge, 2001), p. 11.
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distancing between spectator/user and artefact/content. A radical

historiography reanimates artefacts, remapping them within polyphonic

and multiple frameworks. This radical historiography disposes the

unitary object and the one-way relationship. Historiographers such as

Ranajit Guha, Dipesh Chakrabarty, Philip Rosen and Robert

F. Berkhofer have argued for a historical practice that is fluid, multiple,

polyphonic and plural – to generate and create new forms of

explanation.27 For Jacques Derrida, the archive always looks to the

future, not to the past, because the past is, to quote Hayden White, a place

of fantasy.28

Heterogeneity forms a central feature of this reconceptualization of

historiography. It serves as an antidote to the isolating immobilizations of

cinephilia. This historiography focuses on the creation of new forms of

knowledge production. Berkhofer has argued that this new

historiography requires moving away from unitary history towards the

construction of multicultural plural pasts. Charkrabarty and Rosen have

advanced the idea of layered multiple temporalities to combat the linear

causality inherent in both history and cinephilia. These

conceptualizations entail multiple viewpoints, contradictions and

disjunctures, and the formation of networks of meaning.

Comparably, anthropologist and filmmaker David MacDougall has

proposed moving ethnographic film away from making a film about

towards making a film with. Rather than filmmaking strategy as

omniscient monologue, he proposes the act of cinema as a contemplative

and participatory act, an act of collaboration, encounter and dialogue

between the subject and the person filming. MacDougall argues for

interconnection – rather than separation – to produce a compound work

and an elaborative, embodied knowledge. As he explains, culture is ‘a

continual process of interpretation and invention’.29 Drawing upon the

practices of radical historiography and reverse engineering, collaborative

remix zones enact such processes.

Since many TMCs accumulate annual profits larger than the gross

national products of ninety percent of the nation states recognized by the

UN, public media redefines itself within new media ecologies.

Throughout the 1970s and 1980s, independent and oppositional media

were pitted against corporate media in a binary opposition based on

different positions within political economics and nation states: nonprofit

versus for profit, independent versus corporate. In the past fifteen years,

these borders and bifurcations have become increasingly blurred and

fluid. ‘Indiewood’ has developed, facilitating the distribution of

independent feature narrative films in the US by transnational

corporations. With the reorganization of the TMCs into primarily

distribution companies and the subsequent outsourcing of production,

many independents now make a living as freelances. Further, the

proliferation of new distribution and exhibition technologies has

contributed to a dramatic shift in the independent sector away from this

bifurcation into a more complexly layered media ecology that is

27 See Ranajit Guha, History at the

Limit of World-History

(New York, NY: Columbia

University Press, 2002); Dipesh

Chakrabarty, Provincializing

Europe: Postcolonial Thought and

Historical Difference (Princeton,

NJ: Princeton University Press,

2000), pp. 180–213; Philip

Rosen, Change Mummified:

Cinema, Historicity, Theory

(Minneapolis, MN: University of

Minnesota Press, 2001), pp. 20–

87; Robert F. Berkhofer, Jr,

Beyond the Great Story: History

as Text and Discourse

(Cambridge, MA: Harvard

University Press, 1995), pp. 53–

75.

28 Jacques Derrida, Archive Fever: a

Freudian Impression, trans. Eric

Prenowitz (Chicago, IL: University

of Chicago Press, 1995), p. 68;

‘Interview with Hayden White, in

Eve Domanska (ed.), Encounters:

Philosophy of History after

Postmodernism (Charlottesville,

VA: University of Virginia, 1998),

p. 34.

29 See David MacDougall,

Transcultural Cinema (Princeton,

NJ: Princeton University Press,

1998), p. 95.
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constantly in flux. This new public media ecology creates spaces for the

emergence of subnational, supranational, transnational, minoritized and

indigenous media.

Collaborative remix zones mobilize the logic of new media to create

anew from what already exists, selecting and compositing in a conceptual

space that functions in real time, politicizing the ‘repurposing’ of

classical film as ‘content’ to be distributed across ‘platforms’ such as

DVD and VOD. Collaborative remix zones embrace new media’s

foregrounding of ‘remediation’, which rehabilitates media in ‘a process

of reforming reality as well’.30 Whether on laptops, mobile devices or the

internet, collaborative remixing extends the active production of

meaning embedded within cinephilia into the regime of radical

historiography, enabling interventionist pleasures. Reverse engineering

and radical historiography imagine archives as open and recombinant,

active rather than static, evolving not fixed, as radically deterritorialized

rather than regionally encrypted.31 Collaborative remix zones move

beyond the anonymity of private spaces for individual memory, the

materiality of celluloid and the fixed location of cinemas into the

accountability of public spaces for collective process, the immateriality

of digital code, and an openness to real and virtual locations.

Collaborative remix zones politicize notions of cinephilia that have been

subsumed by TMCs. Although the borders dividing nation states are

increasingly policed, collaborative remix zones produce spaces for

transnational contestation over the control of cinema and its meaning to

cinephiles, pointing to ways in which cinephilia can be generative of

spaces for accountability. While transnational capital reproduces

depoliticized and dehistoricized differences within ‘free trade zones’,

collaborative remix zones open flows across and within differences.

Collaborative remix zones counter the individualism and fetishism of

cinephilia with collective transgressions across borders, images, styles

and ideas. It is important to distinguish collaborative remix zones from

media piracy, a discourse spanning the TMC’s international policing of

copyright, mods and mashups.32 Media piracy implies an act of

transgression, of imbibing and handling the image, which has been

distant and fixed. Whether in the form of non-licensed Hollywood

features for sale in Tepito or Kuala Lumpur or Shanghai, or the amateur

video mashups that transform Tony Blair and George W. Bush into

contestants on The Weakest Link or unwitting lipsynchers of romantic

duets, piracy remains trapped within the logics of transnational consumer

capital: cinephilia that exposes itself. Even the politicized redirection of

‘cine-mania’ in South Korea since the election of a civil government in

1991 seems trapped. South Korea’s National Security Law’s enforced

narrative of a racially homogeneous nation developed according to

traditional conceptions of private, collective and unified identity.33 In the

Korean context, cinephilia ‘functions to unify different groups with

different positions’ within a psychoanalytic structure of desire to see

what cannot be seen.34

30 Jay David Bolter and Richard

Grusin, Remediation:

Understanding New Media

(Cambridge, MA: MIT Press,

2000), p. 56.

31 Patricia R. Zimmermann, ‘A

manifesto for reverse

engineering: algorithms for

recombinant histories’,

Afterimage, vol. 34, nos 1 and 2

(2006), pp. 66–72.

32 Mods, or countergames, are

commercial videogames modified

by individuals or groups to create

new games, ones that often call

attention to the political

assumptions of the original.

Mashups are user-generated

videos that combine ‘found’

audio and visual images. The

term also refers to web

applications, such as maps and

RSS feeds, that have been

modified by users.

33 Soyoung Kim, ‘From cine-mania

to blockbusters and trans-

cinema: reflections on recent

South Korean cinema’, in

Valentina Vitali and Paul

Willemen (eds), Theorising

National Cinema (London: British

Film Institute, 2006), pp. 189–91.

34 Soyoung Kim, ‘“Cine-mania” or

cinephilia: film festivals and the

identity question’, in Chi-Yun

Shin and Julian Stringer (eds),

New Korean Cinema (New York,

NY: New York University Press,

2005), p. 82.
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The collaborative process refocuses, on the other hand, on the

workings and processes of cinema, rather than on cinema as an object of

rarified adoration and fantasy – on cinema as experience and exchange,

rather than exclusively as text and ‘author’. It differs significantly from

piracy, which almost always implies a relationship to the TMCs, caught

within the binaries of legal/illegal, commercial/non-commercial and

proprietary/open source. Instead, the collaborative process works with

many other images and cinemas that have never circulated within

transnational networks. These amateur films, orphaned films,

travelogues, abandoned commercials and narrative works, located in

archives, operate beyond piracy and fetishized cinephilia. Collaborative

remix zones reanimate these artefacts, moving them into the present and

the future. Collaborative remix zones peel away their preciousness and

energize them within plural pasts. Archives around the world are

confronted by governments demanding outreach for archival materials

within diverse communities, not just preservation of rare objects. Rather

than the fetishized surplus value of the cinephilic, collaborative remix

zones emancipate the use value of the collective. The terms of

engagement shift from ‘transgression and exchange’ to ‘direct

collaboration with’ to create new explanations and new futures.

For example, the multimedia performance group Emergency

Broadcast Network’s (EBN) live performances demonstrated that VJing

(live performance involving the remixing of video) could be political –

rejecting authorship, ownership and commodification. EBN became the

spokespersons for the radical potential of disturbed authorship, data

sharing, image and sound appropriation, and for an entire culture based

on sampling and reusage.35 These works reverse-engineer the logic of

individual, private and unconscious desire into a logic of collaborative,

shared and politicized exchange. Collaborative remix zones are

ubiquitous, yet often seem invisible because they eschew the criteria of

territorialized and corporatized cinephilia. The examples of collaborative

remix zones described below suggest two contours of deterritorialized,

decorporatized and politicized cinephilia in practice. One example

operates with the support of the archives and institutions that provide

digitized versions of footage for remixing; the other works within the

liminal spaces between corporate ownership of archives and user-

generated content. Both politicize history by unsettling the assumptions

of preservation and conservation as ends into themselves. Both enact

critiques of the systemic control of access to archives by TMCs,

including practices and protocols that seek to monopolize media, enforce

copyright, reinforce unified (‘official’) interpretations of film, and exploit

amateurs as an equivalent of outsourced or freelance research and

development.

Performed on 28 March 2006 in Ithaca, New York, the Onward

Project’s Trafficking in the Archives suggests the collaborative, political

potentials of cinephilia. The Project includes the directors of a film

festival, curators, professional musicians and filmmakers, as well as

35 Holly Willis, New Digital Cinema:

Reinventing the Moving Image

(London: Wallflower, 2005), p. 70.

Formed in 1991 by a group of

graduates from the Rhode Island

School of Design, EBN is a

multimedia performance group of

DJs, video artists, performers

and others. EBN makes artistic

and political statements on

events covered in the news

media by remixing video and

music, such as its work on the

1991 US invasion of Iraq. For a

sense of EBN’s work, visit

http://emn-usa.com/ebn

[accessed 18 August 2008].
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archivists from the National Film Preservation Foundation and the

UCLA Film and Television Archive, Northeast Historic Film, and the

Human Studies Film Archives at the Smithsonian Institution.36

Commissioned as the preview event for the 2006 Finger Lakes

Environmental Film Festival, Trafficking in the Archives reconsiders

early US cinema through its representations of changes to the

environment effected by humans in their quest for love and money. From

the local harvesting of ice and sardines to the global trafficking of women

as brides; from selling cigarettes and refrigerators to conveying the need

to sail across the ‘south seas’ to rescue local populations from imaginary

diseases, early cinema documents the lived realities and anxious

fantasies of geopolitical and physical exchange.

The event places the post-rock and post-minimalist music of Piano

Creeps, featuring Mary Lorson and Billy Coté, in critical dialogue with

the history of film exhibition and the corporatization of the filmgoing

experience in the USA. It revitalizes early theatrical practices of

combining the attractions of local musicians and heterogeneous

programme of short and feature-length films to offer audiences an

experience that was rendered almost extinct with the advent of

synchronized sound and the consolidation of theatrical and distribution

circuits. Rather than evoking a largely depoliticized and dehistoricized

cinephilia via silent-era musical accompaniment with period piano

scores, Trafficking in the Archives revitalizes the relationship of sound

and visual images as a transnational, disjunctive critical dialogue. The

feminist-inflected vocal styles and alternative musical rhythms of Piano

Creeps create space for critical reflection upon visual images of

Technicolor’s feature production of The Toll of the Sea (Chester

M. Franklin, USA, 1922), a 1936 Universal Newsreel documenting a

‘bumper year’ for ice harvesting, a 1957 US Department of the Interior

propaganda film on Maine sardines, and a love story set amidst times of

contagion and inoculation in the independently produced narrative film

The Tahitian (James Knott, USA, 1956).

The history of The Toll of the Sea suggests the potential of

collaborative remix zones. Produced by the Technicolor Motion Pictures

Corporation to showcase its new subtractive two-beam colour process,

the script relocates the story of Madame Butterfly from Japan to China.

The story remains a familiar one: an Asian woman must sacrifice herself

for the white man to perform her ‘true mission’.37 Scriptwriter Frances

Marion was instructed to sacrifice complexities of narrative and

characterization to highlight the technical potential of the new colour

film process.38 By 1935, Technicolor stipulated that only its

cinematographers could film using its colour stocks.39 Trafficking in the

Archives reconfigures Technicolor’s proprietary rights to technologies

and images to open up discussions of gendered racial trauma.

No longer disappearing behind coyly averted glances and pidgin

English intertitles in an ‘oriental’ typeface, Anna Mae Wong appears

trapped within the racial and gendered economies of classical

36 Other projects by the Onward

Project include Nanook Revisited

(2004), commissioned for the

fiftieth anniversary tribute to the

Robert Flaherty Film Seminars

and performed at the seminar

and later at the New York

Museum of Modern Art; and

‘Within Our Gates’ Revisited and

Remixed (2004), performed at the

Orphans of the Storm Symposium

at the University of South

Carolina. See Anna Siomopoulos

and Patrician Rodden

Zimmermann, ‘Silent film

exhibition and performative

historiography’, The Moving

Image: the Journal of the

Association of Moving Image

Archivists, vol. 6, no. 2 (2006), pp.

109–11. The contribution of Lisa

Patti in the conception and

realization of Trafficking in the

Archives deserves special

recognition.

37 Gina Marchetti, Romance and the

‘Yellow Peril’: Race, Sex and

Discursive Strategies in

Hollywood Fiction (Berkeley, CA:

University of California Press,

1993), p. 79.

38 Scott Simon, programme notes to

Treasures from the American

Archives (Washington, DC:

National Film Archives, 2000),

p. 45.

39 David Bordwell, ‘Technicolor’, in

David Bordwell, Janet Staiger

and Kristin Thompson (eds), The

Classical Hollywood Cinema: Film

Style and Mode of Production to

1960 (New York, NY: Columbia

University Press, 1985), p. 353.
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Hollywood. In dialogue with the other films in the performance, race and

gender extend beyond Hollywood’s orientalist fantasies to newsreels,

official state propaganda and individual, cinephilic imitations of

Hollywood product. The suffering Asian face of women in these fiction

films seem strikingly authentic when juxtaposed with the smiling faces of

(subjugated) white women who prepare sandwiches and casseroles from

sardines. Trafficking in the Archives underscores the systemic injustices

and epistemological violence subdued by consumerist cinephilia.

Billed as a mashup of live-feed video with 1970s and 1980s Mexican

pop music by DJ Güagüis, DJ Pata Pata and DJ Papichulo, Cinema

Salvaje was produced by the Cinema Tropical and Fresa Salvaje

Productions and performed on 13 July 2007 in Brooklyn, New York.

Carlos A. Gutiérrez, cofounder of Cinema Tropical, conceived the event

to collapse boundaries between public and private spheres and to

question the proprietary issues of public performance rights. Cinema

Salvaje politicizes cinephilia by repurposing the opening credit

sequences to telenovelas, including Los ricos también lloran/The Rich

Also Cry (Televisa, Mexico, 1979), Dulce desafı́o/Sweet Challenge

(Televisa, Mexico, 1988-89), Dos mujeres, un camino/Two Women, One

Road (Televisa, Mexico, 1993), the well-known comedian Capulina’s

satire of Hollywood’s Saturday Night Fever (John Badham, USA, 1977)

and Benito Bodoque, a Spanish-language dub of the Hanna-Barbera

cartoon Top Cat, all of which have been uploaded to YouTube. Departing

from TMC conventions of identifying and commodifying key moments

of singular emotional intensity or artistic expression, these images are

mixed by artist Juan Luna Avin in counterpoint with pop music as part of

a performance party. Organized by visual artist Dulce Pinzon and curator

Aldo Sanchez (aka DJ Papichulo), Fresa Salvaje promotes an alternative

to ‘mainstream’ latina/latino music such as salsa and merengue by

emphasizing a transnational diversity within Mexican music, including

kitschy ballads, cumbias, punk, new wave, rock-and-roll covers,

wedding songs and the theme songs to telenovelas.

Los ricos también lloran is considered one of the world’s most popular

telenovelas – becoming a media sensation in the former USSR during

the 1990s – with its popular theme song, Aprendı́ a llorar (I Learned to

Cry), sung by the star Verónica Castro.40 As a media conglomerate,

Televisa transforms popular culture into mass culture, so that ‘purity of

the long-suffering lower classes and the hope of redemption in the form

of social mobility’ becomes propaganda for the repressive PRI (Partido

revolucionario institucional).41 Subsequent telenovelas, like Dulce

desafı́o, directed by renowned Mexican ‘auteur’ Arturo Ripstein, and

Dos mujeres, un camino, starring Erik Estrada, a latino (nuyorican) actor

with ‘crossover’ sex appeal in US television, extend the formulas of Los

ricos también lloran.

Cinema Salvaje deterritorializes and decorporatizes transnational

cinephilia among young Mexicans and other Latin Americans, Mexican

Americans and others, whether latina/latino or not, in a media response

40 ‘Produced by a Jewish emigre

from Chile, adapted from a Cuban

radio script’, the telenovela is an

‘an episodic melodrama designed

for commercially-based

television, bore the generic

ancestry of a format developed

for Mexican broadcast by Procter

and Gamble in 1958’. Andrew

Paxman, ‘Hybridized, glocalized

and hecho en México: foreign

influences on Mexican TV

programming since the 1950s’,

Global Media Journal, vol. 2, no.

2 (2003), article no. 4.

41 Andrés Martı́nez, ‘“La Vida”

loca’, salon.com (28 February

2000), http://archive.salon.com/

ent/feature/2000/02/28/

telenovelas/index.html

[accessed 16 May 2008].
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that surpasses nostalgia to become an appropriation of mass media, be it

the PRI-complicit telenovelas or the dubbed cartoons from north of the

border. Cinema Salvaje comments upon the unfair trade agreements

within the ‘free trade zone’ created by the North Atlantic Free Trade

Agreement in 1994. Telenovelas have transnational cultural impact and

have been among Mexico’s global exports for decades, with media

conglomerates like Televisa selling them to television stations in more

than 125 countries, including product placements that change according

to export destination.42 Mexican film production, on the other hand, has

‘spiralled downwards’ from nearly 750 films per year to slightly more

than two hundred in the treaty’s first decade. By appropriating fragments

of the telenovelas that circulate as part of transnational bootlegged ‘clip

culture’ on YouTube before they are removed at the request of copyright

owners, Cinema Salvaje illustrates Néstor Garcı́a Canclini’s argument

that capitalism expands citizenship into realms of ‘private consumption

of commodities and media offerings’, often over ‘participation in

discredited political organizations’.43 As commodities, telenovelas are

appropriated not according to the linear borders of nation states, but

according to the less neatly defined transterritorial and multilingual

market, where their meaning is open to debate and contestation.

In many ways, collaborative remix zones like Trafficking in the

Archives and Cinema Salvaje reactivate an aspect of cinephilia from

cinema’s earliest years. Tom Gunning describes early audiences as

incredulous, marveling at discrepancies between reality and its

representation in the Lumières’ films during the mid 1890s, pointing to a

moment in cinema’s history when, as Sean Cubitt argues, ‘it was able to

activate rather than absorb its audience’.44 Collaborative remix zones

bring into play a multiplicity of histories that cannot be fixed, even in

memory; histories that remain transient and contradictory. Collaborative

remix zones combat the commodified nostalgia embedded in the

repurposing of cinema by TMCs. Collaborative remix zones politicize

cinephilia via a deterritorialization and decorporatization of content –

and of meaning.

Collaborative remix zones move away from immobilized and

apolitical fetishistic image worship into the construction of collaborative

communities where new knowledges and new connections can be

actualized within a radical historiographic practice. Collaborative remix

zones propose a radical rethinking of cinephilia infused with political

urgency as the industry of cinema converts fully into an intellectual

property industry. We therefore propose the following shifts in

cinephilia: from a fixation on the past, including the past as it is

reactivated through memory, to a recognition of the present moment;

from psychical nostalgia to material artefacts – including digital code –

that are suspended between history, the real and the future; from closed

circuits of connoisseurs, cultural elites and idiosyncratic auteurs to open

circuits of collaboration and networked distribution; from a fetishistic

relationship with a lost object (what has been created) to an engaged

42 Toby Miller, Nitin Govil, John

McMurria, Richard Maxwell and

Ting Wang, Global Hollywood 2

(London: British Film Institute,

2005), pp. 274, 166.

43 Néstor Garcı́a Canclini,

Consumers as Citizens:

Globalization and Multicultural

Conflicts, trans. George Yúdice

(Minneapolis, MN: University of

Minnesota Press, 2001), p. 5.

44 Tom Gunning, ‘An aesthetic of

astonishment: early film and the

(in)credulous spectator’, Art and

Text, no. 34 (1989), pp. 31–45;

Sean Cubitt, The Cinema Effect

(Cambridge, MA: MIT Press,

2004), p. 16.
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relationship with process (what can be created); from a logic of

individual, private and unconscious desire to a logic of collaborative,

shared and politicized exchange; and from the production of national

imaginaries to the activation of repressed and suppressed discourses and

practices that foreground transpolitical connections and vectors of

movement.
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